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Abstract 
WAAM (Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing) is a metal AM (Additive Manufacturing) technology that 
allows high deposition rates and the manufacturability of very large components, compared to other 
AM technologies. Distortions and residual stresses affecting the manufactured parts represent the 
main drawbacks of this AM technique. FE (Finite Element) modeling could represent an effective 
tool to tackle such issues, since it can be used to optimize process parameters, deposition paths 
and to test alternative mitigation strategies. Nevertheless, specific modeling strategies are needed 
to reduce the computational cost of the process simulation, such as reducing the number of elements 
used in discretizing the model. This paper presents an alternative technique to reduce the number 
of elements required to discretize the substrates of WAAM workpieces. The proposed technique is 
based on dividing the substrate in several zones, separately discretized and then connected by 
means of a double sided contact algorithm. This strategy allows to achieve a significant reduction of 
the number of elements required, without affecting their quality parameters. The geometry and 
dimension of the mesh zones are identified through a dedicated algorithm that allows to achieve an 
accurate temperature prediction with the minimum element number. The effectiveness of the 
proposed technique was tested by means of both numerical and experimental validation tests. 
 
Keywords:  
Wire-Arc-Additive-Manufacturing, Gas-Metal-Arc-Welding, Finite Element. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Among metal AM (Additive Manufacturing) processes, WAAM (Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing) 
appears to be one of the most interesting in terms of achievable material deposition rates and 
maximum part size [1]. WAAM is a DED (Direct Energy Deposition) technology, i.e., a metal AM 
technique in which the component layers are created by selective deposition of molten metal. In 
WAAM, the added metal is deposited using arc welding techniques such as GMAW (Gas Metal Arc 
Welding), GTAW (Gas Tungsten Arc Weld- ing) or PAW (Plasma Arc Welding) [2]. 
The components manufactured by WAAM are prone to residual stresses and distortion issues [3]. It 
should be pointed out that such criticalities affect all metal AM technologies, since they are caused 
by the non-uniform temperature field in the part during the manufacturing process. Simulations 
provide an effective tool to investigate the main leverages to mitigate or compensate such issues, 
allowing to test process improvement in a cost and time effective way. The effectiveness of process 
simulation has been proven in several works: Denlinger and Michaleris [4] used FE modeling to 
develop a distortions compensation strategy tailored for AM of large parts and to investigate the 
effect of stress relaxation on part displacements and residual stresses [5]. Salonitis et al. [6] studied 
the interaction of direct laser deposition AM and post-process milling to determine the actual residual 
stresses after the finishing process. The simulation of AM processes is usually carried out in analogy 
to the techniques used in multi-pass welding simulations: basically, a transient thermo-mechanical 
FE analysis is carried out, simulating the heat transfer to the workpiece by means of an heat source 
model [7]. The material deposition is taken into account by including specific algorithms that activate 
the bead elements according to the deposition process [8]. 
Despite the accuracy and effectiveness achievable by FE process modeling, a significant drawback 
of such technique is the high computational cost associated with the large model size and the high 
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number of simulation steps required. Since AM simulations are performed via transient analyses, 
two main paths could be followed to improve the simulation time efficiency: reducing the number of 
simulation steps and reducing FE model DOFs (Degrees Of Freedom). The most effective approach 
to reduce the number of simulation steps was presented by Ding et al. ([9,10]) that proposed to treat 
both the heat transfer and the mechanical domains as steady state problems in a reference frame 
moving according to the deposition path. This strategy requires a single simulation step to be 
performed for each component layer, resulting in a significant reduction of computation time. 
However, this approach returns accurate results only on large components, since the steady state 
approximation introduces significant errors for reduced part size [11]. Therefore, for an effective 
reduction of simulation time in arbitrary part size, it is crucial to develop techniques focusing on the 
reduction of FE model DOFs. This paper deals with this aspect, aiming at improving AM simulation 
efficiency. 
In an AM simulation model, the number of elements (i.e., the number of DOFs), is constrained by 
the maximum mesh size required by the molten pool. Indeed, since metal deposition involves a local 
heating of the workpiece, to achieve an accurate description of the temperature field, a minimum 
number of elements per molten pool radius must be used. This aspect was already shown in the 
simulation of similar processes, such as welding [12], and laser forming [13]. Such requirement leads 
to a constraint for the elements size of both filler material and substrate. In particular, all the FE 
elements representing the deposited material should meet the maximum size criterion, because 
during the simulation they will experience a melting transformation. Nevertheless, one should 
consider that this requirement needs to be met locally, where the molten pool induces relevant 
temperature gradients. It is worth noting that, as the simulation progresses, the deposition head and 
consequently the molten pool move along the substrate. This leads to filler regions represented by 
a number of elements, originally defined in accordance with the maximum size criterion, that would 
result excessive, considering the reduction of temperature gradients over those areas. In addition, 
the substrate elements size shall be defined in accordance to the one of the filler (to ensure mesh 
connectivity) even though the substrate will not experience any phase change. 
Considering these aspects, the techniques to reduce the model DOFs pursue two main strategies: 
i) reducing the number of elements of the filler metal far from the molten pool and ii) reducing the 
number of elements of the substrate. In the first group, an adaptive re-meshing of the deposited 
material elements is performed. Denlinger et al. [14] presented a re-meshing technique in which a 
mesh coarsening is performed after the deposition of every layer, extracting solution variables on 
the coarsened grid by means of an interpolation algorithm. In AM simulation, the most common 
technique to reduce the elements of the substrate is mesh-biasing [15], in which the substrate mesh 
size is increased proportionally to the distance from the filler elements. This technique is adopted in 
most AM FE simulations, but it shows a significant drawback: an excessive increase in mesh size 
could affect elements geometry, leading to the generation of elements with excessive aspect ratios 
[16]. This can lead to severe issues in the mechanical analysis, introducing errors in estimating the 
base material bending [17]. 
This paper presents a new method to reduce the number of elements required for the substrate 
discretization. Unlike the traditional mesh biasing technique, the proposed approach increases the 
elements size without affecting the elements quality. This is achieved by splitting the substrate 
geometry in multiple sections that are discretized individually with different mesh size. The model of 
the complete substrate is then created by connecting the different sections with a double sided 
contact algorithm. The details of the proposed technique will be discussed in Section	2. In Section 3 
a numerical validation is presented: a simple bead on plate simulation is carried out using the 
proposed mesh coarsening technique and the results in terms of temperature distribution are 
compared with a reference model. In Section 4 both the mesh biasing and the proposed technique 
are applied to an experimental case study, comparing the actual and simulated distortions. This 
validation allowed to prove the accuracy of the proposed modeling technique, in terms of distortions 
prediction, which, together with the reduced computational time, paves the way to the adoption of 
suitable optimization approaches [18], to mitigate such criticality. 
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2. Proposed method 
 
The residual stresses and distortions of AM parts are related to the non-uniform temperature 
distribution in the workpiece. For this reason, thermo-mechanical coupled FE models are used to 
model such effects in AM operations. 
Since the outcome of the heat transfer analysis (transient temperature distribution of the workpiece) 
is used as input load for the mechanical analysis, correctly capturing the temperature gradients in 
this phase is mandatory to ensure an accurate prediction of the workpiece mechanical response. 
Hence, the FE mesh pattern and size must be consistent with temperature gradients experienced 
by the workpiece, conflicting with the need of reducing the simulation time, usually achieved by 
reducing the number of elements. 
The proposed method allows to reduce the number of FE elements used to discretize the workpiece, 
without introducing significant errors in estimating the temperature field. The base concept is to 
replace the mesh biasing technique with a mesh zoning approach, which consists in defining different 
zones of the work- piece substrate to be separately discretized and then connected in order to 
achieve a continuous body behavior. Hence, the workpiece is discretized with a discontinuous mesh, 
achieving a significant reduction of the elements number without compromising their aspect ratios 
and the results. The key points of proposed technique are: 
 

1. Mesh zones joining. 
2. Mesh zones definition. 

 
 
2.1 Mesh zones joining 
 
Varying the mesh size throughout the substrate geometry is a common practice to reduce the 
number of elements used for the discretization. This is usually performed with the mesh biasing 
technique, i.e., the element dimension is progressively increased in a specific direction to reduce the 
number of elements. This leads to a non-uniform mesh size, increasing with the distance from the 
filler material. An example of a biased mesh is shown in Fig. 1b. 
Despite the straightforward implementation of such technique in the commercial FE pre-processors, 
it has a significant drawback: as the distance from the substrate increases, the element geometry 
experiences significant distortions, leading to high aspect ratio values, as exemplified in Fig. 1b. It is 
worth highlighting that this issue gets particularly relevant in hexahedral elements, while 
tetrahedrons better suite a biased mesh pattern without relevantly affecting the elements aspect ratio. 
On the other hand, hexahedrons are the most common type of elements used in both AM and 
welding simulation since they allow to achieve a high accuracy in the mechanical analysis with first 
order shape functions, unlike tetrahedron elements. For this reason, the proposed mesh coarsening 
technique will be discussed referring to hexahedral elements, but the application to tetrahedral 
elements is feasible and straightforward. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Comparison of the proposed coarsening technique (a) and mesh biasing (b). 
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The proposed mesh zoning technique is based on a non-conformable interfaces approach. Indeed, 
the criticalities of the mesh biasing technique arise because the workpiece is discretized as a single 
body. This means that two adjacent zones with differ- ent mesh size, are forced to share the interface 
nodes, in order to provide structural continuity. The solution proposed to overcome such issue is 
based on discretizing the different zones separately, avoiding the conformable interface constraint, 
allowing the different zones to have different element size in both x, y and z directions, as exemplified 
in Fig. 1a. This gives the chance to fully exploit the mesh size identification algorithm, since the mesh 
size can be arbitrarily increased, without affecting the elements aspect ratios. This technique relies 
on joining the different zones in correspondence of non-conformable interfaces, to achieve the 
structural continuity, for both heat transfer and mechanical solutions. With the current FE solver 
capabilities this problem can be overcome by means of double sided contact algorithms, 
implemented in most commercial FE solvers and currently used for research purposes in several 
fields [19–21]. Indeed, for the mechanical solution these contact algorithms prescribe a set of multi-
point-constraints blocking the relative motion of the interface in both normal and tangential direc- 
tions. For the heat transfer solution, such algorithms enforce the contacting surfaces to have the 
same temperature and heat flux in normal direction. The mechanical and thermal constraints allow 
to simulate the behavior of a continuous body without requiring mesh conformity between the 
adjacent zones. Hence the double sided contact algorithm represents an effective tool to implement 
the mesh size distribution identified by the proposed algorithm, with- out resulting in a relevant 
increase of the elements aspect ratios over the zones further from the welding bead. 
 
 
2.2. Mesh zones definition 
 
Having highlighted the double sided contact algorithm as a key tool to balance model DOFs reduction 
and elements quality, identifying a suitable strategy to define the different mesh zones is mandatory. 
Indeed, the proposed mesh zoning involves an increase of mesh size, potentially affecting the 
solution accuracy. For this reason, a systematic tool to define the mesh zones pattern is thus 
proposed. 
The FE models used for AM simulation can be divided in two main regions, featuring different 
requirements in terms of mesh size: the deposited material and the base material, on which this 
paper is focused. Different phenomena occur in such areas, requir- ing the adoption of different 
mesh sizing criteria. For what concerns the deposited material, the mesh size requirement is 
imposed by the dimension of the molten pool, i.e., to the heat source dimensions ([12,16]). On the 
opposite, the base material does not undergo the heat generation, exception made for the region 
underneath the first layer. Therefore, a different discretization requirement shall be identified for the 
substrate, to balance simulation accuracy and time efficiency. 
The proposed technique allows to identify the mesh size required to effectively take into account the 
thermal gradients in the substrate and to implement such discretization, minimizing FE elements 
distortion. The concept is based on the fact that the exact value of the solution can be computed 
only at nodal points, when using the FE method to solve a heat transfer problem. In the remaining 
part of the domain, the solution variables are interpolated by means of FE elements shape functions 
[22]. Hence, the FE mesh should be defined consistently with the expected temperature field in order 
to minimize the interpolation error. 
In practice, the proposed method starts with the estimation of the temperature distribution pattern by 
means of an approximated analytical solution of the heat transfer problem in welding. Then, such 
solution is fitted with a piecewise polynomial function. This interpolation process is similar to a FE 
solution, in which exact temperature values could be computed only in correspondence of mesh 
nodes. This allows to identify the largest mesh size, ensuring reduced error values. 
The key aspects of the proposed method are: 
 

• Analytical solution to estimate temperature distribution;  
• Zone subdivision strategy; 
• Zones mesh size definition; 
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2.2.1. Analytical solution 
 
In this paper, the Rosenthal analytical solution is used to estimate the temperature field on the 
component substrate [23]. This simplified model allows to compute the workpiece temperature field, 
on the following assumptions: 
 

• Punctual heat source, rather than a distributed one. 
• Semi-infinite solid. 
• The temperature dependence of material properties is neglected. • The transformation heat 

effect is neglected 
• Straight welding trajectory. 
• Quasi steady state solution. 
•  

The quasi steady state condition means that the workpiece has an infinite heat capacity, since it is 
assumed to be a semi-infinite solid. This allows treating the heat diffusion problem as steady state 
in a coordinate system moving according to the welding path, as defined in Eq. (1)  
 

!
"! = " − %&
'! = '
(! = '

	 Eq. 1 

 
and shown in Fig. 2: 

 
Fig. 2. Rosenthal model outline. 

 
where v is the welding velocity. With these assumptions, the solution of the heat diffusion problem 
is given by Eq. (2): 
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where T is the unknown temperature, T0 is the initial uniform work- piece temperature, � is the 
thermal conductivity, � is the thermal diffusivity, Q ̇ is the thermal power input and R is defined by 
Eq. (3): 
 

: = ="!
# + '!

# + (!
#	 Eq. 3 

 
Clearly the Rosenthal model involves many strong assumptions, not ensuring an accurate estimation 
of the workpiece temperature field, in particular in correspondence of the molten region. 
Nevertheless, this model takes into account the most significant parameters of process and material, 
allowing to quickly provide an estimation of the temperature distribution over the workpiece for a 
specific configuration. Hence it is considered here a suitable aid for the definition the optimal mesh 
size. 
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2.2.2. Mesh pattern 
 
A mesh pattern is required to achieve a mesh zoning of the work- piece substrate. In particular, a 
direction of mesh increase shall be selected. This paper proposes the mesh size increase along the 
y direction of the moving frame of reference defined by the Rosenthal model. The proposed mesh 
pattern is shown in Fig. 3 for a simple bead-on-plate: the substrate is divided into several zones, 
defined by selecting planes normal to the welding trajectory and to the substrate plane. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Simple bead on plate geometry (a) modelled using mesh biasing (b) and the proposed technique (c). 

 
Each zone is uniformly discretized by hexahedral elements: the zone underneath the welding bead 
meets the heat source mesh size constraints, while for the other zones the mesh size increases with 
the distance from the substrate. This is compliant with the Rosenthal temperature distribution 
pattern: as shown in Fig. 3 the temperature gradient is steeper in the proximity of the welding arc 
(i.e., of the molten pool) and experiences a significant decay at increasing distance from the arc 
center. 
 
 
2.2.3. Mesh size identification algorithm 
 
The key point of the mesh zoning strategy is to define the mesh size for every zone in order to meet 
the interpolation error requirements. This is achieved by means of a specific recursive algorithm that 
interpolates the analytical temperature distribution with a polynomial function of the same order of 
the shape functions used in the FE model. Since first order elements are most commonly adopted 
for the heat transfer analyses, the algorithm is here presented referring to this specific element order 
(i.e., linear interpolation function). For starters the analytical temperature distribution is calculated, 
given the welding and material parameters, as a function of the y coordinate only (i.e., the mesh 
coarsening direction). This is achieved by evaluating Eq. (2) in x1 = 0, y1 = y and z1 = 0, as shown in 
Eq. (4): 
	

)(') = )(0, ', 0) =
.̇
212

?"@ A−
%'
27
B
1
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	 Eq. 4 

	
Eq. (4) represents a function of the y coordinate, describing the workpiece temperature profile for a 
specific welding operation. It must be pointed out that evaluating the T function at x1 = 0 and z1 = 0 
is a conservative option, considering that the steepest temperature gradients in y direction are 
located onto the workpiece top surface, a finer interpolation is required to meet the error criterion. 
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Fig. 4a shows the zone partition obtained by the algorithm: each zone i has a lower bound marked 
as yi

1 and an upper bound marked as y2
i . Except for the lower bound of the zone 1, which coincides 

with the heat source semi-axis b, all the remaining boundaries are the unknowns to be identified. To 
achieve this, the algorithm operates in a sequential way, i.e., it identifies the unknown upper bound 
of a zone, which is used as the known lower bound of the subsequent. Fig. 4b outlines the 
identification procedure of the unknown boundary y2

i. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Temperature profile interpolation through mesh zoning (a) and stepwise algorithm outline (b). 

 
As shown in Fig. 4b, y2

i is identified by means of a stepwise procedure. Assuming k parameter as 
step counter, a guess upper bound value is calculated, together with temperature values at zone 
boundary, as shown in Eq. (5): 
	

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
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	 Eq. 5 

 
The parameter y2

k is the guess upper bound of the i-th segment, T1
i is the analytical temperature 

value computed in y1
k and T2

k is the analogous for y2
k. The parameter s is the step distance, i.e., the 

distance between two subsequent guess boundaries. In order to ensure an accurate identification of 
the zones mesh size, s should be set to be much smaller than the heat source radius b. Once that 
guess zone boundaries are computed, the interpolation function is defined according to Eq. 6: 
 

!!"#$ (#) = !%$ − !&!
#%$ − #&!

'# − #&!( + !&! Eq. 6 

 
This function represents the best approximation of the analytical temperature distribution achievable 
by a FE solver between the nodes placed in y1

i and y2
k (i.e., linear shape function). Finally, the 

interpolation error can be calculated using Eq. 7: 
 

*++ = ,-. /!!"#
$ − !(#)
!(#) / 					# ∈ 2#&! 		#%$3 Eq. 7 

 
The Err parameter, is the absolute maximum of the relative error between the analytical temperature 
distribution and its interpolation. Due to the complexity of the Rosenthal function, an analytical 
solution is hardly practicable and the most convenient way to identify it is by means of numerical 
techniques. Once the error value for the current guess is computed, the following check (Eq. 8) is 
performed: 
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*++ ≥ *++# Eq. 8 
 
where  is the target error value. Basically, this condition is the stopping criterion for the boundary 

search algorithm: as shown in Error! Reference source not found.b, if the s parameter is kept 
much smaller than b, the Err parameter will increase with the number of guesses, allowing to trigger 
the target error value, i.e., providing the maximum mesh size that allows to reach the required 
accuracy. If the stopping criterion is not met, then another guess is performed, calculating the zone 
upper bound as shown in Eq. 9: 
 

#%$'& = #&! + (5 + 1)7 Eq. 9 
 
Otherwise if the criterion is met, another zone will be analyzed, after the calculation of its lower bound 
and the mesh size for the current zone, according to Eq. 10 and Eq. 11: 
 

#&!(& = #%! = #%$ Eq. 10 
 

8)*! = #&!(& − #&!  Eq. 11 
 
It must be pointed out that the error parameter should not be regarded as the value of the expected 
discrepancy between the FE model and the experimental data. Such parameter represents the 
capability of a specific mesh to interpolate a reference temperature profile, hence its theoretical 
maximum precision to fit the theoretical temperature distribution. 
 
 
3. Numerical validation 
 
The proposed discretization technique was validated by means of a two-step approach: a numerical 
and an experimental one. The former was carried out to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed 
technique to predict the base plate temperature distribution, with respect to a reference model. On 
the other hand, the experimental validation was carried out to verify the effect of the achievable 
accuracy in temperature prediction on the mechanical calculation. 
This section discusses the numerical validation: first the general modeling procedures used for both 
the numerical and experimental validation are presented, then the specific test case used for the 
numerical validation is introduced, discussing the results. 
 
 
3.1. FE modeling description 
 
In this section the modeling procedures used for the validation analyses are discussed, dealing with 
the following aspects: 
 

• Heat source modeling 
• Material deposition modeling  
• Latent heat modeling 

 
 
3.1.1. Heat source modeling 
 
The state of the art heat source model for WAAM, is represented by the Goldak double ellipsoid [24]. 
In this paper, an alternative model developed by the authors [25], was chosen over the traditional 
double ellipsoid. As in the double ellipsoid model, the proposed heat source prescribes the welding 
heat input as a heat generation function, but it allows to control the amount of total power delivered 
to the substrate and to the filler. Indeed, in GMAW process, a part of the arc power is delivered 
directly to the substrate while the remaining part is consumed in melting the filler metal and then 

tErr
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transmitted to the workpiece by means of the molten filler droplets enthalpy [26]. As a first 
approximation, 50% of the total power is assumed to be delivered to the substrate and the remaining 
50% to the filler metal [27]. Since the Goldak heat source prescribes a Gaussian distribution, 
achieving such power subdivision requires a tuning operation of the ellipsoid semi-axes dimensions, 
usually selected according to the molten pool dimen- sions. The proposed heat source layout is 
shown in Fig. 5. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Proposed heat source model. 

 
 
The base metal heat input is delivered by a Goldak distribution, while the heat input to the filler metal 
is delivered by a constant power distribution. The proposed heat source is described by Eq. (12): 
	

K
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	 Eq. 12 

	
where q ̇b and q ̇w are the power density functions for the base and the filler metal respectively, Q ̇b 
and Q ̇w are the corresponding power values, i.e., fractions of total electrical power. For both the filler 
and base metal, x, y and z represent the axes of a cartesian coordinate system moving according to 
the deposition path, as shown in Fig. 5. The ff,r	terms in the base metal distribution, represent the 

distribution factor: subscript f,r	means that these terms assume different values for x > 0 (front value 
f) and x < 0 (rear value r). The coefficients a, b and c are the semi-axes of an ellipsoidal surface 
representing the space region where the generated power density (q ̇ v) drops to the 5% of its peak 
value. Basically, the parameters of the base material heat source are the same used in the classic 
Goldak model [24]. 
The filler metal part of the heat source is defined as the ratio between the filler metal power and Vel, 
that is the volume of the currently heated elements. Indeed, for the filler metal, the heat generation 
is applied only to those elements lying inside a control box, moving according to the deposition path. 
The dimensions of such control box are defined according to the layer size, to provide the correct 
heat input per unit volume, as shown in Eq. (13): 
	

P67 = QR7Q7 	 Eq. 13 

	
where wl is the layer width, hl is the layer height and ll is the element size along the deposition 
direction. Further details of the demonstration are provided in [25]. 
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3.1.2. Material deposition modeling 
 
Another crucial aspect of the AM processes simulation is the material deposition modeling. Indeed, 
in such technologies the components are created by adding subsequent layers of material. This is 
usually taken into account by means of specific elements activation algorithms. The FE simulations 
presented in this paper were carried out using an element activation technique derived from the 
welding simulation literature. It belongs to the class of quiet element methods, already used to 
simulate several metal AM processes [28]. In these techniques the elements of the filler material are 
present during the whole simulation, but their material properties are initially set to specific values 
that make their contri- bution irrelevant to the global behavior of the structure (e.g., low thermal 
conductivity and Young’s modulus). The material proper- ties are then switched to their actual values 
when an activation criterion is met. In the models presented in this paper, the activa- tion criterion is 
based on the elements temperature, as in [29]. Since the initial thermal conductivity is set to a low 
value, the elements representing the filler metal will undergo a significant tempera- ture increase 
only when heated by the heat source. Therefore, by setting an activation temperature range, it is 
possible to switch from the initial to the actual properties values following a linear interpolation 
function: 
	

S()(T)) = U()8/1)S/09I)(T)J + I1 − U()8/1)JS:;$69 	 Eq. 14 

 
where P is the generic material property, Pact and Pquiet its active and quiet values respectively, 9 is 
the current simulation time, !(9) is the current element temperature evaluated at the current Gauss 
point and simulation time while Tmax is its maximum value experienced by !(9), from the simulation 
start to the current time. The variable : represent the activation function shown in Fig. 6. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Activation function. 

 
The temperatures corresponding to the beginning and the end of the activation have been set equal 
to the solidus and liquidus temperatures respectively. 
 
 
3.1.3. Latent heat modeling 
 
The last aspect that will be discussed is the latent heat modeling. Indeed, in WAAM and welding 
simulation, the material behavior at high temperature should be taken into account by means of 
temperature dependent properties [30]. For the same reason, the latent heat of fusion and 
solidification should be taken into account, since it significantly raises the actual material heat 
capacity in the phase transition range. The most common technique adopted in welding and AM 
simulation is based on artificially raising the value of the temperature dependent heat capacity in the 
phase transition range in order to cope with the actual material thermal inertia [31]. Despite the fact 
that this technique is correct from an energetic perspective, the steep heat capacity gradient can 
impact on the simulation convergence and stability. To overcome this criticality, the latent heat 
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associated to melting and solidification was treated using a different approach in this work: a heat 
generation function was defined according to Eq. (15): 
	

L̇7/9 =− !"!
!# 9

$ℎ!"#
&!−&$;	

Eq. 15 

	
where q ̇lat is the generated thermal power per unit volume, ; is mass density, hlat is the latent heat 
per unit mass, Ts and Tl are the solidus and liquidus temperatures respectively. The function xl 
represents the liquid phase fraction computable according to Eq. (16): 
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	 Eq. 16 

 
It must be pointed out that when the time derivative of the liquid phase fraction is positive (i.e., in 
material melting) the generated heat will be negative (i.e., it will be subtracted by material internal 
energy). On the opposite, during the solidification the time deriva- tive of the liquid phase fraction is 
negative, making the generated heat positive (i.e., added to material internal energy). This results in 
the same effect of increasing the material heat capacity in the phase transition range. 
All the presented techniques have been implemented in the commercial FE solver LS-DYNA: the 
heat source model was included as a *LOAD HEAT GENERATION [32] and a new material model 
for thermal analysis was implemented by means of user’s subroutines to include the latent heat 
formulation and the material deposition modeling. For the mechanical simulation the standard LS-
DYNA material model dedicated to welding (*MAT CWM [32]) was used. Such material model adopts 
the presented elements activation strategy. 
 
 
3.2. Validation models 
 
The test case used for the numerical validation is presented in Fig. 7: it is a single weld bead, 
deposited onto a square plate substrate. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Geometry of numerical validation models. 

 
The test case model was discretized using both the proposed technique and the mesh biasing 
approach, in order to compare their performances. A reference model was created discretizing all 
the substrate with bead mesh size requirements. The accuracy of the FE models was compared 
analyzing the temperature profile along the comparison line (Fig. 7) at the simulation time in which 
the heat source was located at x = 65 mm. All the FE simulations were carried out using first order 
hexahedral elements. Due to the symmetry of the test case, only half of its geometry was discretized: 
Fig. 8 shows the FE models used in this validation stage. 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of mesh biasing, mesh zoning and reference models. 

 
 
The proposed model was created setting the maximum error parameter (Errt) of the proposed mesh 
size identification algorithm equal to 5%. This led to a FE model composed by 7768 hexahedrons, 
with a maximum elements aspect ratio not exceeding 1.2. The mesh biasing model was created with 
the constraint of not exceeding a limit value of the elements maximum aspect ratio (limit value: 3.0), 
leading to a FE model made of 29900 hexahedrons. In all the FE models, weld bead was discretized 
with three elements per half width and two elements per thickness. The region underneath the weld 
bead was discretized using the same mesh size. Follow- ing these guidelines, the reference model 
was composed by 68380 hexahedrons. 
The FE simulation was carried out considering a total heat input per unit time of 2.8e+3 W, and a 
welding head travelling speed of 300 mm/min. The heat source dimensional parameters were set 
according to Table 1. 
	

Table 1: Heat source dimensional parameters. 

Heat	source	dimensional	parameters	[mm]	
af	 ar	 b	 c	 ff	 fr	 wl	 hl	 ll	
1,4	 3,5	 3.0	 3.0	 0.6	 1.4	 3.0	 1.7	 1.44	

 
The material was modelled with thermal property values compliant with a low carbon content mild 
steel [33]. The material thermal conductivity was artificially raised in the liquid range, according to 
common welding simulation practices [34]. The inac- tive bead material was modelled scaling the 
elements thermal conductivity and heat capacity according to the suggestions of Michaleris et al. [8]. 
The curves of temperature dependent thermal properties used in the simulation for the active 
material are shown in Fig. 9. 

 
 

Fig. 9. Temperature dependent material properties curves used in the simulations. 
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The latent heat of fusion was set to 113.5 kJ/kg, while the solidus and liquidus temperatures were 
set to 1400◦ C and 1450◦ C respec- tively [35]. The simulations were carried out using a Crank-
Nicolson time integration scheme, with variable adaptive time stepping [32]. The computations were 
performed on a PC equipped with an intel core i7 CPU and 16 GB of RAM. 
Fig. 10 summarizes the validation results: in Fig. 10a, the temperature profile on the comparison line 
computed by the reference model is presented. Fig. 10b shows the percentage errors of the mesh 
biasing and the proposed models with respect to the reference one. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Reference model temperature profile (a); biased and proposed models error (b). 

 
Fig. 10b clearly highlights that both the element-saving strate- gies lead to reduced percentage errors 
in estimating the reference temperature profile (below 5%). The mesh biasing model shows a slightly 
lower error than the proposed one. This might be due to the larger number of elements used to 
discretize the comparison line in the mesh biased model, as required to meet the maximum aspect 
ratio constraint. The other aspect to be taken into account is the simulation time: Table 2 compares 
the elapsed time of the reference, mesh biasing and proposed models. The mesh biasing allowed 
achieving a great reduction in computational time with respect to the reference one. However, with 
the proposed model a further improvement was achieved, reducing the computational time of about 
70% with respect to the mesh biasing model. This significant difference in simulation time is related 
to the lower element number used to discretize the proposed model, compared to the mesh biasing 
one. 
 

Table 2: Simulation times of FE models used in validation analysis 

Simulation	times	[s]	
Reference	model	 Mesh	biasing	 Proposed	model	

26481	 10099	 3182	
 
In summary, the proposed model returned an accurate prediction of the reference temperature field 
and allowed to significantly reduce the simulation time. Despite the proposed mesh zoning leads to 
a slightly larger temperature error with respect to the mesh biasing one, this lack of accuracy might 
be negligible compared to the great reduction of simulation time provided by the proposed model. 
 
 
4. Experimental validation 
 
The numerical validation allowed to confirm that the proposed discretization technique returns an 
accurate prediction of the substrate temperature distribution. As already mentioned, the main 
purpose of AM simulation is the prediction of workpiece mechan- ical response in terms of distortions 
and residual stresses. In order to test the effect of the proposed mesh coarsening on the accuracy 
of mechanical analysis, an experiment was performed. A test-case workpiece was manufactured 
using the WAAM facility installed in the manufacturing-technologies-research-lab of the University 
of Firenze. Workpiece distortions were then measured and compared with process simulation results. 
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4.1. Experiment description 
 
The test case used for the experimental validation is shown in Fig. 11.  
 

 
Fig. 11. Test case dimensions and actual appearance. 

 
Basically it consists in a 5 layers wall, i.e., a series of straight beads deposited onto a plane substrate. 
The substrate is made of S235JR structural steel, while the deposition was carried out using a 
ER70S-6 0.8 mm metal wire, that is a standard filler material for carbon steel welding. The deposition 
process was performed using a Millermatic 300 GMAW welding unit, whose torch was fitted onto a 
purpose built three axis machine tool. The process parameters used for test case manufacturing are 
summarized in Table 3. 
	

Table 3: Process parameters used to manufacture the test case. 

Process	parameters	
Average	welding	voltage	 19	[V]	
Average	welding	current	 81	[A]	
Electrical	power	 1480	[W]	
Wire	feed	speed	 4.6	[m/min]	
Travelling	speed	 300	[mm/min]	

 
The test case was constrained with an isostatic scheme during the deposition process. This fixture 
scheme was realized supporting the base plate on three rest points. This strategy was preferred to 
avoid modeling the boundary conditions and the unclamping simulation that could affect the 
validation analysis. Hence, only the deposition and cooling phases were simulated, without including 
the unclamping in the FE analysis. The workpiece distortions were measured by means of a Mitutoyo 
Euro Apex C776 CMM (Coordinate Measurement Machine), probing the top surface of the base 
plate, i.e., the x-y plane corresponding to z = 0, (Fig. 11). The work- piece was scanned before and 
after the deposition in order to take into account base plate unevenness in comparing the distortions. 
The geometry of the FE model top surface was updated projecting the top surface nodes on the 
actual top surface geometry. 
 
 
4.2. FE model 
 
The FE modeling of the test case was carried out using the procedures described for the numerical 
validation models, including the thermal material properties. The substrate discretization was carried 
out using the proposed technique. The mesh size selection algorithm was run using 10% as 
maximum error parameter. This lead to a model size of 21742 hexahedrons and 13627 nodes. The 
mesh coarsening pattern is shown in Fig. 12. 
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Fig. 12. Mesh size pattern for the wall model. 

 
The weld beads were discretized using three elements per half bead width and two elements in the 
arc aiming direction. The heat source dimensional parameters were set according to the values used 
for the numerical validation. 
For the heat transfer analysis, free convection Boundary Conditions (BCs) were assigned on the 
substrate top and bottom surfaces and on the wall surface, with heat transfer coefficients equal to 
8.5W/(m2K), 4.0 W/(m2K), 12.0 W/(m2K) respectively. The heat transfer coefficients were computed 
using literature correlations for free convection [36]. A general radiation to environment BC was 
included, setting the material emissivity to 0.2 [37]. For both the convection and radiation BCs, the 
room temperature was set to 298.16 K. 
From the mechanical perspective, the solution was performed using a fully implicit integration 
scheme. Since in LS-DYNA the mechanical and heat transfer analyses are carried out by different 
solvers using different simulation steps, mechanical and thermal time step were forcedly 
synchronized as in [32]. Literature curves [33], shown in Fig. 13, were employed to take into account 
the temperature dependency of the material mechanical properties. The thermal properties were set 
as described in Section 3.2. 
 

 
Fig. 13. Material mechanical properties used for the wall manufacturing simulation. 

 
As mentioned, the mechanical behavior of the filler material was modelled using the LS-DYNA 
embedded material model *MAT CWM that allows managing the elements activation with the quiet 
element method. The activation start and end temperatures were set according to the numerical 
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validation model, while ghost values for the mechanical properties were set to be 1E-5 times the 
maximum value of each property in the analysis temperature range. The mechanical boundary 
condition was modelled introducing single point constraints in correspondence of the rest points. The 
retained DOFs were selected to achieve an isostatic scheme, as in the actual manufacturing process. 
 
 
4.3. Results analysis 
 
The prediction accuracy of the workpiece mechanical response was evaluated comparing the 
deformed top surface of the actual plate and the simulated one. In Fig. 14 the experimental and 
simulated surfaces are compared.  
 

 
Fig. 14. Predicted and experimental top surface deformed geometry. 

 
To provide a better insight on the simulation accuracy, the two edges of the top surface in the X 
direction (green lines with round markers in Fig. 14) are shown separately in Fig. 15.  
 

 
Fig. 15. Predicted and experimental comparison lines. 

 
As shown in the figures, FE simulations results are in general agreement with the experimental ones. 
Indeed, the surface curvature are quite similar, with a maximum error of 0.16 mm on the z position. 
This result is in line with what presented in previous works concerning WAAM simulation [10,14]. 
This level of accuracy allows to effectively adopt process simulation for the optimization of process 
parameters and the development of distortion mitigation strategies. Furthermore, the simulation was 
carried out using literature data and correlations for material properties and heat transfer coefficients 
and without any model updating operations to identify the heat source parameters. This suggests 
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that the simulation accuracy could be improved with a better estimate of the input parameters. In 
summary, the simulation carried out by means of the proposed discretization techniques allows to 
achieve an accuracy level compliant with literature data, for what concerns workpiece distortions, 
confirming the results obtained in the numerical validation. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
This paper presents a new procedure aiming at reducing the computational time of WAAM simulation. 
Such technique is based on reducing the number of elements required to discretize the substrate, 
thanks to a mesh zoning procedure. The technique is based on two key aspects: the mesh size 
definition and the mesh zones joining. The substrate is divided into zones, discretized without the 
conformable interfaces mesh constraint. The zones are then merged through double sided thermo-
mechanical contact. The mesh zones sizes were defined using a pre-process algorithm developed 
to identify the mesh size pattern that ensures a target level of interpolation accuracy. This allows to 
define a mesh pattern consistent with the expected temperature distributions, balancing the 
modeling accuracy and computational efficiency. At the same time, the usage of double sided 
contact algorithm strongly limits the occurrence of issues related to high aspect ratio elements. 
The proposed technique was validated by means of a two-step approach. For starters, a numerical 
test case was used to compare the proposed technique with the traditional mesh biasing approach, 
in terms of simulation time and temperature distribution accuracy. This validation showed the 
effectiveness of the proposed technique, proving that it can return accurate predictions of work- 
piece temperature field, with respect to a reliable reference model, while significantly reducing the 
process simulation time. 
In addition, an experimental validation was carried to verify whether the accuracy of the proposed 
technique, in terms of temperature distribution prediction, resulted in an accurate prediction of 
workpiece mechanical response as well. A simple test-case was manufactured, measuring its 
distortions. The manufacturing process was simulated according to the proposed technique, com- 
paring the simulated and measured distortions. The validation analysis highlighted that the proposed 
FE model was capable of predicting the workpiece distortions, meeting the standard accuracy of 
state of the art WAAM simulation models. Furthermore, such goal was achieved without performing 
any model updating operations on the material proprieties, BCs or heat source parameters, 
confirming that the proposed substrate meshing strategy allows to achieve an adequate trade-off 
between accuracy and computational efficiency. 
In conclusion, the proposed technique represents a systematic effective tool, guiding the pre-
processing phase of WAAM FE models. 
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